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Bond Bubble? 
 

eResearch Corporation is pleased to provide an article provided by Markets Media.  

Investor-search for yield has resulted in a potential bubble in the bond market. 

 

The article begins on the following page, and/or it can be accessed directly at:  

http://marketsmedia.com/home/precipice-bubble/?email=yes  

 

 

Markets Media was launched in December 2007 to provide sophisticated, in-depth content 
spanning all sectors of the securities industry, delivered across a synergistic platform of print, 
online and events. In doing so, the company filled a longstanding void in the financial markets 
publishing and conference space. 
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Bubbles come and go. There was the Dutch tulip bubble of the 1600s, the Internet bubble of 
2000 and, of course, the housing bubble of 2007. Though we’ve wised up to the mistakes of 
the past, we have still yet to accurately predict when we’re officially in some kind of bubble 
economy. And for some investors, the bubble now isn’t in social media stocks or IPOs with 
insane valuations—it’s in fixed income. 

One could argue that a bubble has tell-tale signs that foreshadow events to come. Others 
look at raw data and determine their own hypothesis. The latter applies to most of the 
investors on the Street, who view the expanded low-yield environment propagated by the 
Federal Reserve as one catalyst. The trouble occurring in Europe and slow growth in China 
has had investors both domestic and foreign rushing into Treasuries, pushing yields down 
to 1.8% on the 10-year note and driving prices sky-high. 

The pressure on Treasuries is only one part of the bubble, though. As investors search for 
yield, they’ve been exploring asset classes that perhaps they haven’t dabbled in before. This 
includes high-yield corporate debt, which has soared in demand in the past three months, 
according to data from asset manager BlackRock. Similar to the situation in the Treasury 
market, the rush to corporates has pushed prices up and yields down. 

Greece, Spain, Portugal and the rest of the European brat pack are showing indications that 
they cannot manage their debt and, in fact, want more of it—effectively putting off 
austerity measures indefinitely. European banks, despite guarantees from the central bank 
and International Monetary Fund, just don’t want to take on the risk any more. They are 
now looking at safer bonds and assets and they are here in America. 

However, when the Treasury market can no longer deal with the depressed interest rate 
environment, the bubble will burst. Should the Fed raise rates in the near term, financial 
institutions will find themselves stuck with low-yielding assets on their balance sheets and 
thin liquidity–hardly what anyone, including the U.S. government, wants to hear. And with 
the Fed going on the record saying that rates will remain low through 2014, the question 
remains: what happens in 2014? 

Posted May 9, 2012 
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WELCOME TO MARKETS MEDIA 

Markets Media was launched in December 2007 to provide sophisticated, in-depth content spanning all 

sectors of the securities industry, delivered across a synergistic platform of print, online and events. In 

doing so, the company filled a longstanding void in the financial markets publishing and conference 

space.  

Markets Media editorial mission is to cover the complex interrelationships among key decision makers at 

hedge funds, exchanges, money managers, pension funds, broker-dealers, alternative trading platforms, 

service providers and regulators in an ever-evolving marketplace. In the wake of changes none of us 

could predict – unprecedented government intervention in financial markets, the collapse of Wall Street 

legends, implosions of hedge funds, central banks acting in concert to ease strain on the global markets – 

a new era of trading and investing has dawned. Marketplaces have swelled with new entrants, while other 

players have assumed new roles, either as entrepreneurs or with a growing middle market that has 

assumed center stage. 

Online, in print and at our conferences, Markets Media aims to demystify the strategies and sequence of 

events that shape investing and trading via direct contact with the people who make the calls that move 

markets and determine outcomes -business-critical content that cannot be obtained anywhere else. 
 


